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1. Introduction  
 
This paper investigates the syntactic properties of three different types of constructions: Co-
ordination in (1), the equative copula construction in (2), and from-to constructions in (3) and 
(4). The aim of this paper is twofold: First, it is argued that they obey the same parallelism 
constraint, which I dub the generalized Coordinate Structure Constraint (cf. Ross 1967). 
Second, I suggest that the three types of constructions share the same syntactic structure. 
While its semantics has been studied (Zwarts 2009, 2010, 2013 among others), few studies of 
the syntax of from-to constructions have been carried out so far (Williams 1994). This paper 
will first demonstrate that from-PPs and to-PPs in the from-to construction are inseparable 
based on data from topicalization, scrambling, and clefting. Next it is shown that just like co-
ordination and the equative copula construction, from-to constructions do not tolerate extrac-
tion of from-PP or to-PP. I will then demonstrate that extraction out of from-PP or to-PP is 
impossible, just as in coordination and the equative copula construction. These commonalities 
indicate that the three constructions share the same structure. I specifically claim that they are 
derived via symmetry-breaking movement from the XP-YP structure. 
 
(1) a. John [sent a letter on Monday] and [received a parcel on Wednesday]. 

b. Mary ate [an apple] and [a banana]. 
 
(2) a. [Your opinion of Edinburgh] is [my opinion of Philadelphia]. 

(Heycock and Kroch 1996:8) 
b. [Your grade in Syntax II] is [my grade in Phonology I]. 

(Asada and Kato 2011:1) 
 

(3) a. John played the banjo [from Alabama to Louisiana]. 
(Williams 1994) 

b. The range of diabetes sufferers stretches [from children to adults]. 
(Kobayashi 2018:76) 

 

1 I would like to thank Naoki Fukui, Takaomi Kato, and Toru Ishii for their valuable comments on the 
earlier versions and ideas of this paper. Thanks also go to Yosuke Sato, Hiroshi Aoyagi, Sara Terre 
Blanche, Ryan Walter Smith, and the audience of GLOW in Asia 12. All remaining errors and inadequa-
cies are of course mine. This work is supported by JSPS KAKENHI for Early-Career Scientists, Grant 
Number 19K13228. 
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(4) a. Demotai-ga  [kodomo-kara otona-made] kooosinsi-tei-ta. 
demonstrators-NOM child-from adult-to  march-ASP-PST 
Lit. ‘Demonstrators, from children to adults, were marching.’ 

b. Yuko-ga kudamono-o [ichigo-kara meron-made] tabe-ta. 
Y.-NOM fruit-ACC strawberry-from melon-to eat-PST 
Lit. ‘Yuko ate fruits, from strawberries to melons.’ 

(Kobayashi 2019:2) 
 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review syntactic proper-
ties of the from-to construction. It is shown that from-PP and to-PP (kara-PP and made-PP in 
Japanese) are inseparable in syntax. Section 3.1 demonstrates that the equative copula con-
struction (Asada and Kato 2011) and the from-to construction share the same property as co-
ordination. That is, they do not tolerate extraction of “conjuncts.” In Section 3.2, we further 
scrutinize the coordination-like nature of the from-to construction and the equative copula 
construction: These constructions prohibit extraction out of “conjuncts” as well. Section 4 
adds another commonality among these three constructions to strengthen the argument that 
they share the same structure. In Section 5, I will suggest that coordination, the equative cop-
ula construction, and the from-to construction share the same structure, which is derived via 
symmetry-breaking movement in syntax. Throughout this paper, we observe data from Eng-
lish and Japanese. We are now ready to discuss the syntactic nature of the from-to construc-
tion. 
 
2. From-To Constructions 
 
Different syntactic tests show that from-PP and to-PP (kara-PP and made-PP in Japanese) are 
inseparable. First we will see that from-PP and to-PP in from-to constructions do not tolerate 
topicalization in English. At the same time we observe that scrambling of kara-PP and 
made-PP is impossible in Japanese. Then, it is shown that (pseudo-)clefting is also prohibited. 
In those cases, from-to must be topicalized/scrambled/clefted together in order to be gram-
matical, as we will see below. These observations indicate that from-PP and to-PP (kara-PP 
and made-PP in Japanese) are not separable.2 

2 In fact, there exist two types of from-to constructions: One that is inseparable and another that is separa-
ble. Separable from-to constructions are illustrated in (i) and (ii) below. 
 
(i) John took Shinkansen from Tokyo to Nagoya.     (English) 
(ii) Yuko-ga Tokyo-kara Nagoya-made Shinkansen-ni not-ta.  (Japanese) 

Y.-NOM Tokyo-from Nagoya-to bullet.train-DAT take-PST 
‘Yuko took Shinkansen from Tokyo to Nagoya.’ 

 
These separable from-to constructions tolerate topicalization/scrambling and (pseudo-)clefting, as in (iii) 
through (vi). 
 
(iii) Topicalization: 

a. From Tokyo, John took Shinkansen to Nagoya. 
b. To Nagoya, John took Shinkansen from Tokyo. 

(adapted from Kobayashi 2018:77) 
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2.1. No Topicalization or Scrambling 
 
In from-to constructions, topicalization of either from-PP or to-PP is impossible, as in (5b-c) 
and (6b-c). In (6b), from Alabama is topicalized and the sentence is ungrammatical. In (6c), to 
Louisiana undergoes topicalization, which makes the sentence ungrammatical. The same is 
the case with (6b-c). Note that the examples become grammatical when the whole from-to PP 
is topicalized, as illustrated in (5d) and (6d). 
 
(5) a. John played the banjo [from Alabama to Louisiana]. 

b. *From Alabama, John played the banjo to Louisiana. 
c. *To Louisiana, John played the banjo from Alabama. 
d. [From Alabama to Louisiana], John played the banjo. 

(Williams 1994, Kobayashi 2018:77) 
 

(6) a. The range of diabetes sufferers stretches [from children to adults] 
b. *From children, the range of diabetes sufferers stretches to adults. 
c. *To adults, the range of diabetes sufferers stretches from children. 
d. [From children to adults], the range of diabetes sufferers stretches. 

(Kobayashi 2018:77) 
 

The data from Japanese in (7b-c) and (8b-c) show that scrambling of kara-PP or made-PP 

(iv) Scrambling: 
a. Tokyo-kara  Yuko-ga Nagoya-made Shinkansen-ni not-ta 

Tokyo-from Y.-NOM Nagoya-to bullet.train-DAT take-PST 
‘From Tokyo, Yuko took Shinkansen to Nagoya.’ 

b. Nagoya-made Yuko-ga Tokyo-kara Shinkansen-ni not-ta 
Nagoya-to Y.-NOM Tokyo-from bullet.train-DAT take-PST 
‘To Nagoya, Yuko took Shinkansen from Tokyo.’ 

(Kobayashi 2019:3) 
 

(v) (Pseudo-)Cleft: 
a. It is from Tokyo that John took Shinkansen to Nagoya. 
b. It is to Nagoya that John took Shinkansen from Tokyo. 

(adapted from Kobayashi 2018:78) 
 
(vi) (Pseudo-)Cleft: 

a. Yuko-ga Nagoya-made Shinkansen-ni not-ta no-wa  
Y.-NOM Nagoya-to bullet.train-DAT ride-PST NM-TOP  
Tokyo-kara  da. 
Tokyo-from  COP.PRS 
‘It is from Tokyo that Yuko took Shinkansen to Nagoya.’ 

b. Yuko-ga Tokyo-kara Shinkansen-ni not-ta no-wa  
Y.-NOM Tokyo-from bullet.train-DAT ride-PST NM-TOP  
Nagoya-made da. 
Nagoya-to  COP.PRS 
‘It is to Nagoya that Yuko took Shinkansen from Tokyo.’ 

(Kobayashi 2019:4) 
 

In this paper, I focus on inseparable from-to constructions. For more details on the separable from-to con-
structions, readers are referred to Kobayashi (2018) and Kobayashi (2019). 
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results in ungrammaticality. In (7b) and (8b), kara-PPs are scrambled to the front, and the 
sentences are ungrammatical. In (7c) and (8c), made-PPs are scrambled out of kara-made PPs, 
which makes the sentences ungrammatical. Again, to save the structure, the whole kara-made 
must be scrambled together, as in (7d) and (8d). 
 
(7) a. Demotai-ga  [kodomo-kara otona-made] kooosinsi-tei-ta. 

demonstrators-NOM child-from adult-to  march-ASP-PST 
Lit. ‘Demonstrators, from children to adults, were marching.’ 

b. *?Kodomo-karai demotai-ga ti otona-made kooosinsi-tei-ta. 
child-from demonstrators-NOM adult-to  march-ASP-PST 
Lit. ‘From children, demonstrators, to adults were marching.’ 

c. *Otona-madei demotai-ga  kodomo-kara ti kooosinsi-tei-ta. 
adult-to  demonstrators-NOM child-from  march-ASP-PST 
Lit. ‘To adults, demonstrators, from children were marching.’ 

d. [Kodomo-kara otona-made]i demotai-ga ti kooosinsi-tei-ta. 
child-from adult-to  demonstrators-NOM march-ASP-PST 
Lit. ‘From children to adults, demonstrators were marching.’ 

(Kobayashi 2019:3-4) 
 

(8) a. Yuko-ga kudamono-o [ichigo-kara meron-made] tabe-ta. 
Y.-NOM fruit-ACC strawberry-from melon-to eat-PST 
Lit. ‘Yuko ate fruits, from strawberries to melons.’ 

b. *Ichigo-karai Yuko-ga kudamono-o ti meron-made tabe-ta. 
strawberry-from Y.-NOM  fruit-ACC  melon-to eat-PST 
Lit. ‘From strawberries, Yuko ate fruits, to melons.’ 

c. *Meron-madei Yuko-ga kudamono-o ichigo-kara ti tabe-ta. 
melon-to  Y.-NOM  fruit-ACC strawberry-from  eat-PST 
Lit. ‘To melons, Yuko ate fruits, from strawberries.’ 

d. [Ichigo-kara meron-made]i Yuko-ga ti kudamono-o 
strawberry-from melon-to Y.-NOM   fruit-ACC 
tabe-ta. 
eat-PST 
Lit. ‘From strawberries to melons, Yuko ate fruits.’ 

(Kobayashi 2019:4) 
 
These observations indicate that from-PP and to-PP (kara-PP and made-PP in Japanese) can-
not be separated and must appear together in from-to constructions. In the next section, we 
observe another piece of evidence that from-to is inseparable. 
 
2.2. No (Pseudo-)Clefting 
 
Further evidence that from-PP and to-PP (kara-PP and made-PP in Japanese) are inseparable 
comes from (pseudo-)clefting. In (9) and (10), clefting of either from-PP or to-PP yields un-
grammaticality. Sentences in (9b-c) and (10b-c) are ungrammatical as answers to the ques-
tions in (9a) and (10a). The sentences do not become grammatical unless the whole from-to is 
clefted together, as in (9d) and (10d). 
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(9) a. {From/To} where did John play the Banjo? 
b. *It was from Alabama that John played the banjo to Louisiana. 
c. *It was to Louisiana that John played the banjo from Alabama. 
d. It was [from Alabama to Louisiana] that John played the banjo. 

(Kobayashi 2018:78) 
 

(10) a. {From/To} what does the range of diabetes sufferers stretches? 
b. *It is from children that the range of diabetes sufferers stretches to adults. 
c. *It is to adults that the range of diabetes sufferers stretches from children. 
d. It is [from children to adults] that the range of diabetes sufferers stretches. 

(ibid) 
 

Clefting of kara-PP or made-PP yields ungrammatical results in Japanese as well, as in 
(11a-b) and (12a-b). In (11a) and (12a), kara-PPs are clefted and the sentences are ungram-
matical. In (11b) and (12b), made-PPs undergo clefting, which makes the sentences ungram-
matical. Note that the sentences become grammatical if the whole kara-made is clefted to-
gether as illustrated in (11c) and (12c), just as in the English data in (9) and (10). 
 
(11) a. *Demotai-ga  otona-made koosinsi-tei-ta no-wa 

demonstrators-NOM adult-to  march-ASP-PST NM-TOP  
kodomo-kara da. 
child-from COP.PRS 
Lit. ‘It is from children that demonstrators were marching to adults.’ 

b. *Demotai-ga  kodomo-kara koosinsi-tei-ta no-wa 
demonstrators-NOM child-from march-ASP-PST NM-TOP 
otona-made da. 
adult-to  COP.PRS 
Lit. ‘It is to adults that demonstrators were marching to children.’ 

c. Demotai-ga  koosinsi-tei-ta no-wa  
demonstrators-NOM march-ASP-PST NM-TOP  
[kodomo-kara otona-made] da. 
child-from adult-to  COP.PRES 
Lit. ‘It is from children to adults that demonstrators were marching.’ 

(Kobayashi 2019:5) 
 

(12) a. *Yuko-ga kudamono-o meron-made tabe-ta no-wa 
Y.-NOM  fruit-ACC melon-to eat-PST NM-TOP  
ichigo-kara  da.  
strawberry-from  COP-PRS 
Lit. ‘It is from strawberries that Yuko ate fruits to melons.’ 

b. *Yuko-ga kudamono-o ichigo-kara tabe-ta no-wa  
Y.-NOM  fruit-ACC strawberry-from eat-PST NM-TOP  
meron-made da. 
melon-to  COP.PRS 
Lit. ‘It is to melons that Yuko ate fruits from strawberries.’ 
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c. Yuko-ga kudamono-o tabe-ta no-wa  
Y.-NOM fruit-ACC eat-PST NM-TOP  
[ichigo-kara meron-made] da. 
strawberry-from melon-to COP.PRS 
Lit. ‘It is from strawberries to melons that Yuko ate fruits.’ 

(Kobayashi 2019:5) 
 

As we have seen in this section, the from-to construction is inseparable.3 With this in 
mind, let us further investigate the commonalities among coordination, the equative copula 
construction, and the from-to construction in the following sections. 
 
3. The Coordinate Structure Constraints and Copula/From-To Constructions 
 
In this section, I first touch on Asada and Kato’s (2011) argument that the equative copula 
construction obeys some sort of parallelism constraint, the CopDP constraint in their terms, in 
(13). They show that the CopDP constraint and the Coordination Structure Constraints (CSC) 
exhibit analogous patterns, for which they offer a unified explanation that I will not review in 
this paper. Readers are referred to Asada and Kato (2011) and Asada (2011) for details. 
 
(13) CopDP Constraint: 

In a copular sentence, no element contained in the pre- or post-copular DP may be moved 
out of that DP. 

(Asada and Kato 2011:1) 
 

I will demonstrate that from-to constructions also adhere to a certain parallelism constraint. In 
this paper, I specifically adopt Ross’s (1967) CSC as the parallelism constraint in this paper. 
The classical CSC, which consists of two different parts, a (i) ban on extraction of conjuncts 
and a (ii) ban on extraction out of conjuncts, is formulated in (14). 

3 Yosuke Sato (personal communication) has pointed out to me the possibility that the inseparable nature 
of from-to construction is due to the ban on extraction from adjuncts. However, from-to constructions may 
also appear in the argument position as in (i). 
 
(i) Kabunusi-ga  [kogaisya-kara oyagaisya-made]-o uttae-ta.  

stockholder-NOM  subsidiary-from parent.firm-to-ACC sue-PST  
Lit. ‘Stockholders sued from subsidiaries to the parent firm.’ 

(Kobayashi 2019) 
 
In (i), kara-made appears in the object position with an object case marker -o attached to it. The following data 
show that the argument kara-made PPs are also inseparable. 
 
(ii) Scrambling: 

a. *Oyagaisya-madei kabunusi-ga [kogaisya-kara ti]-o uttae-ta.  
parent.firm-to stockholder-NOM subsidiary-from-ACC sue-PST  
Lit. ‘Stockholders sued from subsidiaries to the parent firm.’ 

b. *Oyagaisya-madei-o kabunusi-ga [kogaisya-kara ti] uttae-ta.  
parent.firm-to-ACC stockholder-NOM subsidiary-from  sue-PST  
Lit. ‘Stockholders sued from subsidiaries to the parent firm.’ 

 
Therefore, I conclude that the inseparable nature of the from-to construction is independent of the adjunct condi-
tion. 
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(14) Ross’s (1967) CSC:  

In a coordinate structure, (i) no conjunct may be moved, (ii) nor may any element con-
tained in a conjunct be moved out of that conjunct. 

(Ross 1967:161) 
 

Applying this constraint to the from-to construction, it is expected that (i) from-PP or 
to-PP may not be moved, and (ii) any element contained in from-PP or to-PP may not be 
moved out. In this paper, I propose that the three different constructions obey the generalized 
CSC in (15). Here, “component” refers to conjuncts, pre- or post-copula nominals, and from- 
or to-PPs, in coordination, in the equative copula construction, and in the from-to construction, 
respectively. 
 
(15) Generalized CSC:  

In coordination, equative copula and from-to constructions, (i) no component may be 
moved, (ii) nor may any element contained in a component be moved out of that com-
ponent. 

 
I will demonstrate in this section that this is indeed the case. Below, I first check that equative 
copula constructions and the from-to constructions obey the first half of the generalized CSC 
by observing data from English and Japanese. 
 
3.1. Extraction of “Conjuncts” 
 
In coordination as in (16), it is well known that the extraction of conjunct is prohibited. In 
(16b), the first conjunct is moved and the example is ungrammatical. In (16c), the second 
conjunct is extracted, which makes the data ungrammatical. This is the first half of Ross’s 
(1967) CSC in (14). 
 
(16) a. Mary sent a parcel and a letter. 

b. *Whati did Mary send a parcel and ti? 
c. *Whati did Mary send ti and a letter? 

 
In the equative copula construction, extraction of the pre-copula nominal or of the 

post-copula nominal is prohibited (den Dikken 2006, Asada 2011). Wh-movement of the 
pre-copula nominal in (17b) and post-copula nominal in (17c) yield ungrammatical results. 
 
(17) a. I think [your opinion of New York] is [my opinion of Amsterdam]. 

b. *[Whose opinion of New York]i do you think ti is [my opinion of Amsterdam]? 
c. *[Whose opinion of Amsterdam]i do you think [your opinion of New York] is ti? 

(adapted from den Dikken 2006:92-93) 
 

Similar results are found in the case of from-to constructions. In (18) and (19), wh 
movement of either from-PP or to-PP ends up ungrammatical, which indicates that extraction 
of either from-PP or to-PP is banned. 
 
(18) a. John played the banjo [from Alabama to Louisiana]. 
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b. *From wherei did John play the banjo [ti to Louisiana]? 
c. *To wherei did John play the banjo [from Alabama ti]? 
 

(19) a. The range of diabetes sufferers stretches [from children to adults]. 
b. *From whati does the range of diabetes sufferers stretches [ti to adults]. 
c. *To whati does the range of diabetes sufferers stretches [from children ti]. 

 
Scrambling in Japanese also yields ungrammatical results, as we have seen in Section 2. In 
(20) and (21), scrambling of either kara-PP or made-PP is prohibited, as illustrated in (20b-c) 
and (21b-c). 
 
(20) a. Demotai-ga  [kodomo-kara otona-made] kooosinsi-tei-ta. 

demonstrators-NOM child-from adult-to  march-ASP-PST 
Lit. ‘Demonstrators, from children to adults, were marching.’ 

b. *?Kodomo-karai demotai-ga [ti otona-made] kooosinsi-tei-ta. 
child-from demonstrators-NOM adult-to  march-ASP-PST 
Lit. ‘From children, demonstrators, to adults were marching.’ 

c. *Otona-madei demotai-ga  [kodomo-kara ti] kooosinsi-tei-ta. 
adult-to  demonstrators-NOM child-from  march-ASP-PST 
Lit. ‘To adults, demonstrators, from children were marching.’ 

(Kobayashi 2019:3-4) 
 

(21) a. Yuko-ga kudamono-o [ichigo-kara meron-made] tabe-ta. 
Y.-NOM fruit-ACC strawberry-from melon-to eat-PST 
Lit. ‘Yuko ate fruits, from strawberries to melons.’ 

b. *Ichigo-karai Yuko-ga kudamono-o [ti meron-made] tabe-ta. 
strawberry-from Y.-NOM  fruit-ACC  melon-to eat-PST 
Lit. ‘From strawberries, Yuko ate fruits, to melons.’ 

c. *Meron-madei Yuko-ga kudamono-o [ichigo-kara ti] tabe-ta. 
melon-to  Y.-NOM  fruit-ACC strawberry-from  eat-PST 
Lit. ‘To melons, Yuko ate fruits, from strawberries.’ 

(Kobayashi 2019:4) 
 

These observations indicate that the equative copula construction and the from-to con-
struction obey the first half of the generalized CSC in (15). In the next section, I will show 
that in addition to coordination and the equative copula construction, the from-to construction 
also obeys the second half of the generalized CSC, namely the ban on extraction out of com-
ponents. 
 
3.2. Extraction out of “Conjuncts” 
 
In coordination, extraction out of conjuncts yields ungrammatical results in (22) (the second 
half of the CSC in (14)). In (22b), what is extracted out of the first conjunct and the result is 
ungrammatical. In (22c), what is moved from out of the second conjunct, which results in 
ungrammaticality. It is well known that the CSC effect is obviated by across-the-board (ATB) 
extraction, as illustrated in (23) below. 
(22) a. Mary [sent a letter on Monday] and [received a parcel on Wednesday]. 
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b. *Whati did Mary [send ti on Monday] and [receive the parcel on Wednesday]? 
c. *Whati did Mary [send the parcel on Monday] and [receive ti on Wednesday]? 

(adapted from Kato 2006:1) 
 

(23) Whati did Mary [send ti on Monday] and [receive ti on Wednesday]? 
(Kato 2006:8) 

 
The same contrast is observed in the equative copula construction in (24) and (25) 

(Asada and Kato 2011). While extraction from a pre-copula or post-copula nominal is pro-
hibited in (24b-c) and (25b-c), ATB extraction of wh saves the structure in (24d) and (25d). 
The same is true of the Japanese data in (26). Extraction out of the first or the second nominal 
is prohibited in (26b-c), but ATB extraction saves the structure in (26d). 
 
(24) a. Your opinion of Edinburgh is my opinion of Philadelphia. 

b. *Which cityi is [your opinion of ti] [my opinion of Philadelphia]? 
c. *Which cityi is [your opinion of Edinburgh] [my opinion of ti]? 
d. Which cityi is [your opinion of ti] [my opinion of ti]?  

(Heycock and Kroch 1999:378) 
 

(25) a. Your grade in Syntax II is my grade in Phonology I. 
b. *Which classi is [your grade in ti] [my grade in Phonology I]? 
c. *Which classi is [your grade in Syntax II] [my grade in ti]? 
d. Which classi is [your grade in ti] [my grade in ti]? 

(Asada and Kato 2011:1-2) 
 

(26) a. John-ga [Taro-ga yubiwa-o ut-ta mise]-ga 
J.-NOM T.-NOM  ring-ACC sell-PST shop-NOM 
[Jiro-ga piasu-o  kat-ta mise] dat-ta  to it-ta 
J.-NOM pierce-ACC buy-PST shop COP-PST  that say-PST 
‘John said that the shop where Taro sold the ring was the shop where Jiro bought the 
pierce.’ 

b. *?Nani-oi  [John-ga [[Taro-ga ti ut-ta mise]-ga  
what-ACC J.-NOM  T.-NOM   sell-PST shop-NOM 
[Jiro-ga piasu-o  kat-ta mise] dat-ta]  to it-ta no? 
J.-NOM pierce-ACC buy-PST shop COP-PST  that say-PST Q 
Lit. ‘Whati did John say that the shop where Taro sold ti is the shop where Jiro bought 

a pierce?’ 
c. *Nani-oi  [John-ga [[Taro-ga yubiwa-o ut-ta mise]-ga 

what-ACC J.-NOM  T.-NOM  ring-ACC sell-PST shop-NOM 
[Jiro-ga ti kat-ta mise] dat-ta]  to it-ta no? 
J.-NOM  buy-PST shop COP-PST  that say-PST Q 
Lit. ‘Whati did John say that the shop where Taro sold a ring is the shop where Jiro 

bought ti?’ 
 
 
 
d. Nani-oi  [John-ga [[Taro-ga ti ut-ta mise]-ga 
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what-ACC  J.-NOM  T.-NOM   sell-PST shop-NOM 
[Jiro-ga ti kat-ta mise] dat-ta]  to it-ta no? 
J.-NOM  buy-PST shop COP-PST  that say-PST Q 
Lit. ‘Whati did John say that the shop where Taro sold ti is the shop where Jiro bought 

ti?’ 
 

Likewise, extraction out of from-PP or to-PP is prohibited in the from-to construction, 
as illustrated in (27). In (27b), which building is extracted from the from-PP, which makes the 
sentence ungrammatical. In (27c), which building is moved from out of the to-PP, and the 
sentence becomes ungrammatical. The same is the case in Japanese: Extraction out of ka-
ra-PP or made-PP is banned, as illustrated in (28). 
 
(27) a. John played the banjo [from the east of the building 1] [to the west of building 2]. 

b. *Which buildingi did John play the banjo [from the east of ti] [to the west of the 
building 2]? 

c. *Which buildingi did John play the banjo [from the east of the building 1] [to the west 
of ti]? 

 
(28) a. Taro-ga [[taiya-o seisansu-ru kogaisya-kara] 

T.-NOM tire-ACC  produce-PRS subsidiary-from 
[kuruma-o hanbaisu-ru oyagaisya-made]] uttae-ta. 
car-ACC  sell-PRS  parent.firm-to  sue-PST 
Lit. ‘Taro sued from subsidiaries producing tires to the parent firm selling cars.’ 

b. *Nani-oi  Taro-ga [[taiya-o seisansu-ru kogaisya-kara] 
what-ACC T.-NOM tire-ACC  produce-PRS subsidiary-from 
[ti hanbaisu-ru oyagaisya-made]] uttae-ta no? 

sell-PRS  parent.firm-to  sue-PST Q 
Lit. ‘Whati did Taro sue from subsidiaries producing tires to the parent firm selling ti.’ 

c. *Nani-oi  Taro-ga  [[ti seisansu-ru kogaisya-kara] 
what-ACC T.-NOM   produce-PRS subsidiary-from 
[kuruma-o hanbaisu-ru oyagaisya-made]] uttae-ta no? 
car-ACC  sell-PRS  parent.firm-to  sue-PST Q 
Lit. ‘Whati did Taro sue from subsidiaries producing ti to the parent firm selling cars.’ 

 
The ATB effect is also observed in the from-to construction in (29) and (30) in English and 
Japanese. This is reminiscent of coordinate structures with their ATB effect, in which a single 
surface element is interpreted for the two coordinates. 
 
(29) Which buildingi did John play the banjo [from the east of ti] [to the west of ti]? 

 
(30) Nani-oi Taro-ga  [[ti seisansu-ru kogaisya-kara] 

what-ACC T.-NOM   produce-PRS subsidiary-from 
[ti hanbaisu-ru oyagaisya-made]] uttae-ta no? 

sell-PRS  parent.firm-to  sue-PST Q 
Lit. ‘Whati did Taro sue from subsidiaries producing ti to the parent firm selling ti.’ 

 
In this section, we have seen that in addition to coordination, the equative copula con-
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struction and the from-to construction obey the generalized CSC in (15). In the next section, 
we further investigate another commonality among these three constructions, coordination, 
the equative copula construction, and the from-to construction. 
 
4. In-Situ Wh in the Three Types of Constructions 
 
In coordination, when an in-situ wh appears in the first conjunct, the contrast in (31) is ob-
served. In (31a), what appears in the first conjunct and a book occupies the same position in 
the second conjunct, which yields ungrammaticality. However, the sentence becomes consid-
erably better if a book is replaced with it in (31b).  
 
(31) a. *I wonder who [took what from Mary] and [gave a book to Fred]. 

b. I wonder who [took whati from Mary] and [gave iti to Fred]. 
(Ruys 1993:36) 

 
Asada and Kato (2011) claim that the same contrast is found in the equative copula con-

struction, as illustrated in (32) and (33). In (32a) and (33a), the pre-copula nominal contains 
wh and the post-copula nominal does not, which results in ungrammaticality. However, the 
examples in (32b) and (33b) become grammatical if we replace Philadelphia and Syntax II 
with it. 
 
(32) a. *I wonder who said that [your opinion of which city] is [my opinion of Philadelphia]. 

b. I wonder who said that [your opinion of which cityi] is [my opinion of iti]. 
(Asada and Kato 2011:6) 

 
(33) a. *I wonder who said that [your grade in which class] is [my grade in Syntax II]. 

b. I wonder who said that [your grade in which classi] is [my grade in iti]. 
(ibid) 

 
I leave aside from the discussion in this paper the issue of how the ungrammaticality of (32a) 
and (33a) and grammaticality of (32b) and (33b) are to be explained.4  

What matters here is that the same contrast is observed in the from-to construction, as in 
(34). In (34b), which building stays in situ in the from-PP and the sentence is ungrammatical. 
On the other hand, (34c), in which the building 2 is replaced with it in the to-PP, becomes 
more acceptable, though not perfect. 
 
(34) a. John played the banjo [from the east of the building 1] [to the west of the building 2]. 

b. *I wonder who played the banjo [from the east of which building] [to the west of the 
building 2]. 

c. ??I wonder who played the banjo [from the east of which buildingi] [to the west of iti]. 
 

In this section, we have seen an additional commonality shared among the three types of 
constructions: Coordination, the equative copula construction, and the from-to construction. 
In the next section, I suggest that these three constructions share the same syntactic structure. 
 

4 See Kato (2006) and Asada (2011) for details. 
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5. Structure 
 
Based on the above observations, one may wonder what kind of structure coordination, the 
equative copula construction, and the from-to construction share. I follow Chomsky’s (2013) 
and Moro’s (2000) claim that coordination and copula constructions are derived from XP-YP 
structure via symmetry-breaking movement. Furthermore, I claim that the from-to construc-
tion also shares this structure. Moro (2000) argues that for the sake of the Linear Corre-
spondence Axiom (LCA) (Kayne 1994), either XP or YP in {XP, YP} undergoes sym-
metry-breaking movement. He proposes that copula constructions are derived from a small 
clause in (35a). At this point, α consists of two DPs, which cannot be linearized according to 
LCA. After the copula head (Cop) is merged then one of the DPs internally merges with β, 
which makes α linearizable. 
 
(35) a. {α DP1, DP2} 

b. {β Cop, {α DP1, DP2}} 
c. {γ DP1, {β Cop, {α DP1, DP2}} 

 
The same derivation is suggested by Chomsky (2013) for coordination. He claims that 

coordination is also derived from an {XP, YP} structure, as illustrated in (36) below. In (36a), 
α is unlabelable; hence either XP or YP must undergo symmetry-breaking movement. After 
& is merged, XP internally merges with β as illustrated in (36c). Consequently, α is now la-
belable (linearizable). 
 
(36) a. {α XP, YP} 

b. {β &, {α XP, YP}} 
c. {γ XP, {β &, {α XP, YP}} 

 
I suggest that the from-to construction also shares this structure based on the parallelism 

it shares with coordination and the equative copula construction. I assume an invisible & head 
in the structure of from-to constructions. After merger of PP1 and PP2 in (37a), α becomes 
unlabelable (unlinearizable). After merger of &, PP1 undergoes internal merge to β, forming γ 
in (37c). 
 
(37) a. {α PP1, PP2} 

b. {β &, {α PP1, PP2}} 
c. {γ PP1, {β &, {α PP1, PP2}} 

 
A piece of evidence that PP1 asymmetrically c-commands PP2 is demonstrated in (38). In 
(38a), the bound variable reading (BVR) is available, while it is not in (38b), in which a 
quantifier is in the to-PP (PP2).5 The same is the case in Japanese in (39). 
 

5 In English, prepositions are irrelevant for binding in some cases, as in (i) and (ii) below (Hornstein and 
Weinberg 1981). I assume that the same is the case in Japanese in this paper. 
 
(i) He talked [PP to themi] about each otheri. 
(ii) ?The detective worked [PP from Maryi] back to herselfi. 

(Baltin and Postal 1996) 
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(38) a. A line stretches from every mani to hisi daughter.    (okBVR) 
b. A line stretches from hisi daughter to every mani.    (*BVR) 

 
(39) a. [55%-no  oyagaisya-kara]  [so-ko-no kogaisya-made] (okBVR) 

55%-GEN parent.firm-from that-place-GEN subsidiary-to  
risutora-ga  oyon-da. 
restructuring-NOM reach-COP.PRS 
Lit. ‘The restructuring spread from the 55% of parent firms to its subsidiaries.’ 

b. [So-ko-no kogaisya-kara] [55%-no oyagaisya-made] (*BVR) 
that-place-GEN subsidiary-from 55%-GEN parent.firm-to 
risutora-ga  oyon-da. 
restructuring-NOM reach-COP.PRS 
Lit. ‘The restructuring spread to its subsidiaries from the 55% of parent firms.’ 

 
An immediate problem that arises is that the label of γ becomes undetermined in the 

case of coordination and the from-to construction. In (36c), the label of γ is ambiguous be-
tween XP and &P. In (37c), γ is ambiguous between PP1 and &P. Regarding the problem in 
(36), Chomsky (2013:46) notes as follows: 

 
Now β receives the label of [YP], but what about γ? It is, again, an {XP, YP} structure, 
hence unlabelable. But it needs a label. We know what the right answer is: the label is 
not Conj but rather the label of [XP], typically shared with [YP]; if the coordinated 
expressions are APs, then γ is an AP, etc. It follows that Conj and the construction α 
that it heads are not available as a label, so that γ receives the label of [YP]. 

(Chomsky 2013:46) 
 

He stipulates that Conj (&) head does not count as a label when it comes to labeling γ. Alt-
hough he does not explicitly state so in his paper, Conj (&) must be weak like T in English 
(Chomsky 2013, 2015) in terms of labeling. In this paper, I assume with Chomsky (2013) that 
& head is weak, which resolves an {XP, YP} problem at the γ node in (36) and (37). Never-
theless, Boeckx (2016) claims that such a strong/weak parameter may end up as a mere de-
scription of the problem. Allowing strong/weak parameters on features can lead to the risk of 
stipulation (Gallego 2017:3, Goto 2017:59 among others). However, I leave the discussion 
open here and just assume that & is a weak head, as this issue is beyond the scope of this pa-
per. 
 
6. Conclusion and a Remaining Issue 
 
In this paper, I demonstrated that coordination, the equative copula construction, and the 
from-to construction obey the generalized CSC in (40) in English and Japanese: Extraction of 
components and extraction out of components are prohibited. 
 
(40) Generalized CSC:  

In coordination, equative copula and from-to constructions, (i) no component may be 
moved, (ii) nor may any element contained in a component be moved out of that com-
ponent. 
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The parallelisms we observed in this paper imply that the three different constructions share 
the same syntactic structure. I specifically claim that they are derived via symmetry-breaking 
movement from XP-YP structure. 

Before we close the paper, I touch on a remaining issue concerning the structural analy-
sis of the from-to construction. That is the order of the two PPs. The derivation in (37) allows 
PP2 to raise to γ, but this yields ungrammatical results in (41) and (42). The order PP2-PP1 is 
not allowed in from-to constructions. 
 
(41) a. *?John played the banjo [to Louisiana from Alabama]. 

b. *?The range of diabetes sufferers stretches [to adults from children]. 
 
(42) a. *Demotai-ga  [otona-made kodomo-kara] kousinsi-tei-ru. 

demonstrators-NOM adult-to  child-from march-ASP-PRS 
‘Lit. ‘Demonstrators, to adults from children, were marching.’ 

b. *?Yuko-ga kudamono-o [meron-made ichigo-kara] tabe-ta. 
Y.-NOM  fruit-ACC melon-to strawberry-from eat-PST 
Lit. ‘Yuko ate fruits, to melons from strawberries.’ 

 
There is no such restriction on the equative copula construction or on coordination, as illus-
trated in (43) and (44). The first and second conjuncts are interchangeable, and so are pre- and 
post-copula nominals in (43b) and (44b). 
 
(43) a. John [sent a letter on Monday] and [received a parcel on Wednesday]. 

b. John [received a parcel on Wednesday] and [sent a letter on Monday]. 
 
(44) a. [Your opinion of Edinburgh] is [my opinion of Philadelphia]. 

b. [My opinion of Philadelphia] is [your opinion of Edinburgh]. 
 
It is not clear what makes (41) and (42) ungrammatical and (43) and (44) grammatical. The 
contrast between (41-42) and (43-44) may imply that the from-to construction is an instance 
of abstract idiom (Williams 1994), a lexical unit with open positions (Zwarts 2013). Even so, 
it is unclear how the ungrammaticality of (41) and (42) should be explained in the current 
theory. I leave this issue for future research. 
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